Strategic Report

Our brands
In 2018, we evolved our marketing function to adopt a
comprehensive global approach to marketing and brand
development activities. This included organising our brands into
mainstream, upscale and luxury segments, in order to maximise
efficiencies, better focus resources and drive performance.

With a purpose to provide True Hospitality
for everyone at our core, the changes we
have made leave us better equipped to keep
our existing brands fresh and relevant, and
to broaden our portfolio as we create the
optimum mix of options for both our guests
and owners.
Alongside a strong loyalty proposition,
innovation and technology, and enhanced
operational solutions for our owners, we are
providing the foundations for industry-leading
net rooms growth over the medium term.
Reflecting the early impact of our changes,
we delivered our best openings and signings
performance in a decade in 2018.

Mainstream
IHG is the clear global leader within the mainstream segment, with 16% of existing
global market share by rooms and 25% of the pipeline. Our mainstream brands operate
across the midscale and upper midscale market segments, from full service hotels
offering full-service facilities, to extended stay hotels which offer longer term
accommodation compared to a traditional hotel. We are focused on enhancing our
iconic brands, launching fast-growing new ones and expanding an already strong
presence in extended stay.
Building on our mainstream strength, in February 2019 we announced plans to launch
into the US a new all-suites upper midscale brand, targeted at an underserved $18
billion industry segment.

Annual industry
global segment
revenue

Industry revenue
growth potential
to 2025

115bn $65bn

$

Holiday Inn Hotels & Resorts®
One of the world’s most iconic and trusted
brands, Holiday Inn is delivering warm and
welcoming experiences for guests staying
for business or pleasure. With a breadth of
property types from urban centres to beach
resorts, the brand continues to drive
demand with a focus on service, improved
guest room and public area designs, and
new food and beverage offers.

1,224 288
Open hotels
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Pipeline hotels

Holiday Inn Express®
Our Holiday Inn Express brand offers guests
simpler, smarter travel experiences. Demand
for our industry’s largest brand by rooms
continues to grow, helped by new guest
room designs and an enhanced breakfast
offer that are leading to greater satisfaction
scores. In China, the brand’s tailored
franchise model has contributed to record
growth in 2018, with 71 hotels signed.

2,726 784
Open hotels

Pipeline hotels

Holiday Inn Club Vacations®
More than 340,000 families now make our
Holiday Inn Club Vacations brand their
choice for vacation ownership. Continuing
its impressive growth, the brand welcomed
its 27th resort in 2018, further enhanced
brand standards, renovated more than 1,000
villas, and introduced attractive benefits to
enhance the member experience.

27

Open hotels

0

Pipeline hotels

Staybridge Suites®
Featuring thoughtful amenities and spacious
suites that provide a break from the norms of
conventional travel, our extended stay brand
Staybridge Suites was ranked first in its class
for guest satisfaction in 2018’s J.D. Power
survey for North America. Growing strongly
in the US and expanding internationally, the
brand will benefit from fresh new hotel
designs rolling out globally.

276
Open hotels

182

Pipeline hotels

Candlewood Suites®
Our US-focused extended stay brand,
Candlewood Suites, continues to delight its
long-term guests, and was named 2018’s
number one hotel for midscale extended
stay by Business Travel News. The brand
has more than tripled in size since it was
acquired by IHG in 2004 and continues to
grow strongly, with a new 2019 hotel design
expected to add further momentum.

396
Open hotels

102
Pipeline hotels

avid™ hotels
Launched in September 2017, our avid brand
has enjoyed huge success, with signings in
the US, Canada and Mexico, a development
agreement in Germany, and one hotel
already open. Priced below Holiday Inn
Express, avid delivers the essentials
exceptionally well at good value for guests,
and provides owners with an attractive brand
that’s efficient to build, operate and maintain.

1

Open hotels

171

Pipeline hotels
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Our brands continued

Upscale
In a broad market segment, we
continue to focus on ensuring we offer
attractive brands that deliver distinct
experiences – from business travel to
wellness-focused stays.
Improved service and modern designs
will further enhance our existing
brands as we grow them globally, and
we are creating new opportunities for
owners to quickly take advantage of
our scale, systems and expertise.

Annual industry
global segment
revenue

Industry revenue
growth potential
to 2025

Crowne Plaza® Hotels & Resorts
Our Crowne Plaza brand champions a
modern way of business travel through
distinctive stay and meeting experiences.
Recognised for award-winning innovative
designs and marketing, the brand is focused
on growing its small-to-mid-size meetings
offer and rolling out key service and Sleep
Advantage programmes that are helping
deliver superior guest stays.

40bn $20bn 429

$

Open hotels

HUALUXE® Hotels and Resorts
The first upscale international hotel brand
designed for Chinese guests, we’ve adapted
and evolved HUALUXE using consumer and
owner insight to deliver a more competitive
offer. Receiving awards for best business
hotel brand, HUALUXE is driving strong guest
satisfaction scores, and will welcome two
iconic new openings in 2019 – HUALUXE Xi’an
Hi-tech Zone and HUALUXE Xi’an Tanghua.

8

Open hotels

12

21

Pipeline hotels

79

Pipeline hotels

EVEN® Hotels
With every square-foot of an EVEN
property designed for travellers seeking
a healthier and happier stay when away
from home, our wellness-focused brand is
meeting an increasing demand from guests
and owners. Predominantly US-based, we
are expanding internationally with pipeline
properties in both Greater China and
New Zealand.

10

Open hotels
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Pipeline hotels

voco™ Hotels
Launched in June 2018, our new distinctive
upscale brand primarily focuses on conversion
opportunities, offering owners of high-quality
unbranded hotels the ability to combine the
character of an individual property with rich
guest experiences and IHG systems. Our first
voco hotels are already open in Cardiff and on
Australia’s Gold Coast, with signings ahead
of expectations.

2

Open hotels

8

Pipeline hotels

Hotel Indigo®
Already one of the largest global boutique
hotel brands by number of hotels, we
celebrated our 100th hotel opening in 2018
and our estate is set to almost double in size in
the next five years. Serving growing demand
for authentic local neighbourhood
experiences, we are increasing guest
satisfaction scores and seeing new hotel
signings reach record levels.

102
Open hotels

92

Pipeline hotels

Luxury

Loyalty

With a strong heritage and expertise
in luxury, we are growing our offer to
ensure we cater for a range of needs
in desirable destinations, from the top
tier of the luxury segment through to
boutique luxury. In February 2019, we
further enhanced our offer with a $300
million acquisition of top tier luxury
operator Six Senses Hotels Resorts
Spas. A comprehensive luxury
proposition strengthens our loyalty
offer, attracts more corporate
customers and creates a broader
owner base to work with.
Annual industry
global segment
revenue

$

Industry revenue
growth potential
to 2025

Regent Hotels & Resorts
Our acquisition of a majority stake in the
Regent brand in July 2018 gives IHG a vital
presence in the top tier of luxury. For decades
a benchmark for the top tier of luxury hotels,
we see potential to grow the brand to more
than 40 key destinations – creating a luxury
halo for our entire estate. With new hallmarks,
designs and service, we have evolved the
brand for modern luxury travellers.

60bn $35bn 6

Open hotels

InterContinental® Hotels & Resorts
The world’s first and largest luxury hotel
brand celebrated its 200th opening in 2018,
with new hotels including Shanghai
Wonderland and San Diego, and was named
the world’s leading hotel brand at the World
Travel Awards for a 12th time. An enhanced
Club InterContinental experience, global
marketing campaign, new designs and
luxury B2B focus are helping drive demand.

204
Open hotels

60

Pipeline hotels

3

Pipeline hotels

Kimpton® Hotels & Restaurants
Known in the US for its highly-personal
service and playful design, our Kimpton
brand is now attracting strong interest in key
international markets. We finished 2018
having secured a presence in 14 countries,
including openings in Toronto and London
and signings in Barcelona, Tokyo and
Bangkok. The brand also ranked 6th on
Fortune’s 100 Best Companies to Work For list.

66

Open hotels

27

Pipeline hotels

One of the industry’s leading loyalty
programmes, IHG Rewards Club is our
way of ensuring that travel is experienced
the way it should be: personal, simple
and rewarding.
IHG® Rewards Club
IHG Rewards Club helps build valuable
relationships with members, strengthens
their bond with our hotel brands, drives
direct bookings, and encourages guests
to further explore our hotel portfolio. It
allows us to create experiences that truly
reward guests for their custom, from
promotions to partnerships, to welcome
amenities and perks. We’re focused on
making those experiences even better.
In 2018, we launched two new US IHG
Rewards Club co-branded credit cards,
allowing customers to earn accelerated
rewards and enjoy additional travel
benefits. We also integrated Kimpton’s
loyalty programme, Kimpton Karma, into
IHG Rewards Club, giving Kimpton
members access to all IHG’s brands, and
IHG Rewards Club members a chance to
earn points and redeem Reward Nights at
our Kimpton properties.
We continue to innovate IHG Rewards Club
to build stronger and deeper relationships
with our guests, and to drive high value
revenue across our hotel estate. Loyalty
members are seven times more likely to
book direct, and over the last four years
we have increased loyalty room revenue
contribution by 4%ppts to 43%. We are
currently testing new features designed
to increase member engagement with
variable point pricing, for roll out
during 2019.

	For more information on our
brand portfolio see page 21.
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